,526                                  THE METALLURGY  OF GOLD.
The system may be conveniently regarded as comprising six distinct operations, viz. :—
1.  Selection of the sample.
2.  Preparation of the assay piece for cupellation.
3.  Cupellation.
4.  Preparation of the assav piece for parting.
5.  Parting and annealing the cornets.
6.  The final weighing and reporting.
1. Selection of the Sample.—Alloys of gold with either silver or copper or with both are practically uniform in composition if they have been melted .and well mixed, and the ingot lias not been pickled after casting. In these cases a single outside cut is representative of the composition of the whole •of the ingot. The cut must, of course, be clean, and is usually taken in the middle of one of the ends of the ingots at the bottom. A gouging tool is used, worked either by hand or by steam or electric power. Chisel cuts from the corners are also sometimes taken.
When other metals are present, the solidified ingot, is not uniform in •composition, and a dip-sample is taken. The metal is melted in a plumbago -crucible with a covering of borax, stirred vigorously, and one or more dip-samples taken by an iron ladle, or better, by a, plumbago spoon. The sample may also be taken bv a plumbago stirrer, the fool- of which has .a hollow cavity,1 or by a. little plumbago crucible fastened with iron wire to an iron rod. The sample is dipped out with a borax rover, and poured into an iron mould or allowed to cool in the dipper. (Granulation bv pouring into water may .result in partial oxidation of sonic of f he base metals.
Moderately pure tough ingots are sometime sampled bv means of outside •cuts, even if there is no certainty thai some base metal besides copper is not. present. Cuts from a. top corner and an opposite bottom corner are, then taken, or drillings are taken from the top and bottom of the inuot. The results are not always trust worfhv (sec p. !">;}),
The sampling of gold wares is ditliculf, because the outside is usually liner than the, interior, in consequence of the pickling of tin* wares after manufacture. "It, is the usual practice to remove the 'colour' from gold wares by a preliminary scraping or bv * bulling " before, scraping to obtain the sample proper/'2 The sampling of "ha.se bullion" belongs to the metallurgy of lead or copper/'1
2. Preparation of the Assay Piece for Cupellation, If necessary, the .assay piece is *" Hatted " on a clean anvil bv mean^ of a hammer with a, rounded face, weighing about 11 Ibs., and a portion, weighing about. 0-5 gramme, is obtained by cutting with shears and lilimi. The metal to be cut is held iirmly between the fore-finder and thumb of the. left band, .and care is taken to keep the plane of the piece of «joM perpendicular to the cutting faces of the shears, otherwise damage is done to the latter. Only •clean portions of metal must- be used.
When the assay is re.ported to , ,,,IMM, part, it i.- evident- that the balance used must clearly indicate a difference in \\ei-jhf of u-1 per l,(Ht(> or u-05
1  See ./.  ChtM. M<(. <m<i  Mini.  ,Vor. «./ .s1.  Ji,'/f»/.  IM»7. 2, 7(.M,    Th«- usr of iron tools is apparently not approval by Urn I 'inmiiittri' appoint^.!   l,y ibh Society to miisi<W the matter.    Iron would absorb sulphur,, H.r., from fin-s*inipl»'
2  K. A. Smith, Ttu .SV//«/////// uml Awtfinitht /'/v/'r»/M J/'jw >'.•.•, p. ,'JUf
3  For (lerieriptiou of m«'thoils, wr K. A, Smith, *>/*, »•/>., rhup, \\.

